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Abstract Introduction: The impact of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) on cognitive decline differs by sex. Compos-
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ite scores are useful as singular outcomes in clinical trials, yet to date these have not been developed
to measure sex-specific change.
Method: We derived optimal composites from component scales available in the AD Neuroi-
maging Initiative (ADNI) database among cognitively normal and mild cognitively impaired sub-
jects who are cerebrospinal fluid amyloid-b positive for early AD. Maximally sensitive
composites were constructed separately for men and women using standard formulas. We
compared the statistical power of the composites with the ADNI Prodromal Alzheimer’s
Cognitive Composite.
Results: Among 9 cognitive measures and clinical dementia rating sum of boxes, the optimal sex-
specific composites included 5 measures, including the clinical dementia rating and 4 distinct cogni-
tive measures. The sex-specific composites consistently outperformed sex-agnostic composites and
the ADNI Prodromal Alzheimer’s Cognitive Composite.
Discussion: Sex-specific composite scales may improve the power of longitudinal studies of early
AD and clinical trials.
� 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of the Alzheimer’s Association. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Sex is an important influence on cognition throughout the
life span:Women are generally found to have stronger verbal
abilities, particularly in memory, and men have stronger
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visuospatial abilities [1]. There is concern that this verbal
memory reserve may prevent the timely diagnosis of Alz-
heimer’s disease (AD) in women [2] and complicate the
interpretation of decline in studies where data from men
and women are expected to show similar rates of decline.
such, the investigators within the ADNI contributed to the design and imple-
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In the context of clinical trials, the use of composite
scores has become increasingly popular. These composite
scores combine the results of numerous tests usually across
different domains. This allows for a singular outcome score
that takes into account performance in several aspects of
cognition [3,4]. Composites can be theoretically or
empirically derived, or a combination of both the
approaches. However, averaging across several domains
can dilute some effects and reduce ability to capture
treatment effects that can be domain specific [4,5]. Thus, it
is important to only include tests where meaningful
change with progression of the disease is likely.
Composite score construction ranges from simply
averaging across all scores in a battery [6,7] to more
complex weighting of the components. Empirically
derived weightings of components based on longitudinal
data enhance signal-to-noise ratio, creating a statistically
powerful outcome that can better track disease progression
[8]. Despite sex differences in how men and women respond
cognitively to AD and in performance on composite scales,
for example, in the Prodromal Alzheimer’s Cognitive Com-
posite (PACC) [9], sex-specific composite scores have not
yet been developed. Rather, sex is usually treated as a covar-
iate instead of a focus of analyses in most studies of AD. In
the present study, we examine on sex differences in a prodro-
mal AD sample from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimag-
ing Initiative (ADNI) and derive sex-specific composites
from these data.

The ADNI battery is loaded to verbal tests, especially of
memory. This is clinically and experimentally important
because many of these tests have been shown to have robust
sex differences. The ADNI cognitive battery tests, and re-
ported differences in performance on these tests by sex,
are summarized in Table 1. Performance varies by sex for
several of the instruments in this battery, and, in some cases,
these differences are altered dynamically with the progres-
sion of AD. To investigate the potential implications of
this for clinical trials of the earliest stages of AD, we derived
sex-specific optimally weighted composite scales informed
by the ADNI sample and compared their performance to
the PACC, a previously established composite score
currently being used as the primary endpoint for phase 3
clinical trials in early-stage AD [6].
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

We used data from the ADNI. Informed consent was con-
ducted locally at each site under the regulation of the local in-
ternal review boards. To represent the population of people
recruited to preclinical and prodromal AD trials, we restricted
our participant sample to cognitively normal and mild cogni-
tively impaired subjects from the ADNI cohort who were
biomarker positive for amyloid b (Ab) plaque deposition as
indicated by cerebrospinal fluid biomarker positivity using
the newly released Elecsys cerebrospinal fluid Ab assay
data and previously established cutpoints [26].
2.2. Measures

We considered composites constructed from all
possible combinations of 9 longitudinal measures, the
Clinical Dementia Rating scale sum of boxes (CDR
SOB) and eight cognitive measures (see Table 2). We
used a calculated variable, Trail Making Test part B minus
part A (Trails B 2 A), to extract the executive component
from processing speed.
2.3. Statistical Methods

Descriptive data for men and women were compared using
t-tests or c2 tests as appropriate. Optimal sex-specific com-
posites were constructed as previously described [4,8],
assuming a mixed-model repeated-measure analysis plan.
Mixed-model repeated measure is preferred for FDA-
registered phase 3 trials because the primary estimand is the
mean difference between arms in change from first visit to
last visit at the end of the trial without being unduly influenced
by intermediate patterns of progression of disease. The
optimal composite is the weighted sum of the component
measures that maximizes the ratio of mean change to the stan-
dard deviation of change and, therefore, is the most statisti-
cally powered endpoint for detecting differences in change
between treatment groups in a clinical trial [4]. Weights for
the optimal composite are a function of the covariance of
change scores (last observation minus first observation) of
the component measures and the vector of mean change
scores of the components. These values were estimated
from the ADNI data, and the resulting weight applied to the
component scores to calculate composite values [7].

To explore the relative utility of sex-specific composite
measures, we compared performance of our identified
composites with performance of the ADNI-PACC [27].
The ADNI-PACC is an approximation of the PACC, which
is the primary endpoint for ongoing phase 3 treatment tri-
als of prodromal AD [9,28]. The ADNI-PACC substitutes
the Alzheimer’s disease assessment scale - cognitive
subscale Delayed Word Recall score for the Free and
Cued Selective Reminding Test and switches the Trail
Making Part B (log-transformed) for Digit Symbol, but
otherwise contains the other two standard components of
the PACC: the Mini–Mental Status Examination and the
Logical Memory Delayed Recall test [6]. The components
of the ADNI-PACC were standardized to the pooled male
and female baseline data consistent with how this instru-
ment is implemented in practice [21]. Standard power for-
mulas were used to calculate statistical power as a function
of sample size for the composite scales as well as the
component measures assuming a two-arm trial with equal
allocation to arms and type I error rate of 5% designed to
detect a 25% slowing of progression of disease [4]. To



Table 1

Cognitive tests in the ADNI battery: Brief descriptions of each task and synopsis of sex differences reported to date in performance

Test Name Description Sex-specific findings in older adults

The Rey Auditory Verbal

Learning Test [10]

15 Word List Learning task (5 trials) and 30-minute

Delay Recall

Females perform better on this task [11]; but advantage is lost

with cognitive decline in Ab-positive women [12] and when

the disease becomes more severe [2,13]

Alzheimer’s disease assessment

scale - cognitive subscale

Word List [14]

10 Word List Learning task (3 trials) and 5-minute

Delay Recall

Females perform better on this task [11]

Wechsler Memory

Scale - Revised Logical

Memory Story A [15]

Immediate recall of a story containing 25 items

and 20-30 minute Delay Recall

Females have been shown to perform better on this task and to

have enhanced blood flow to the left temporal lobe compared

with men [16]

Digit symbol substitution Processing speed: Key at the top of the page

comprises 9 digit-symbol pairs;

task is to complete several lines where the

digit is presented and for

each digit the subject should write down the

corresponding symbol as fast as possible

Young women have been shown to have a slight advantage on

this task [17], but there is less information for older adults

Boston Naming Test

second edition [18]

Confrontation Naming Task consisting of 30

black and white drawings

Sex differences are not apparent on this task [19]

Category Fluency

(Animals) [20]

Executive Functioning Task: naming as many

different animals as fast as possible in one minute

Female advantage is commonly reported for this task and

appears stable in old age [21]

Trail Making Test [22] Part A (psychomotor processing): draw lines to

connect numbers in ascending order

Part B (executive): draw lines alternating between

numbers and letters in ascending order

Large studies of normative data do not demonstrate sex

differences [23]

Clock Drawing Test [24] Visuospatial task: Draw the face of a clock, including

the numbers, and place the hands at 10 after 11

Males have been shown to perform better on this task [25]
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simplify presentation, we further assumed no dropout in
power calculations.
3. Results

Twenty-four–month follow-up data were available for 86
men and 56 women. See Table 2 for details of demographic
characteristics. Men had significantly more years of educa-
tion than women. Neuropsychological test data were mostly
similar between groups, although significant differences
were noted with men doing better on the Boston Naming
Test and women doing better on the learning trials of the
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test. With optimally
weighted composites, the mean-to-standard-deviation ratio
(MSDR) and statistical power increase as the number of
components included in the composite increase. We found
that improvement in MSDR was negligible after a total of
5 components were included in the composites. That is,
five-component composites were both parsimonious and
near maximal in terms of MSDR and statistical power. For
women, CDR SOB, Logical Memory Immediate Recall,
Boston Naming Test, Trails B 2 A, and Category Fluency
(animals) were included. In men, CDR SOB, clock drawing,
learning trials of Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test and de-
layed recall, and Logical Memory Delayed Recall were
included (Table 3).

Power curves estimating statistical power to detect a 25%
slowing of decline as a function of sample size [29] are illus-
trated in Fig. 1 (equal allocation to arms, mixed-model
repeated-measure analysis, type I error rate a 5 0.05). For
example, given parameters estimated from ADNI pilot
data, a single sex trial with approximately 250 subjects per
arm (women) or 270 subjects per arm (men) would have
80 percent power to detect a treatment effect equivalent to
a 25% slowing of rate of decline using the sex-specific com-
posites as a primary outcome (Fig. 1). In comparison,
assuming the parameters estimated from ADNI pilot data,
a comparably powered trial using the ADNI-PACC would
require 979 subjects per arm. Several factors explain this
discrepancy in power. We note that one component of the
ADNI-PACC, Logical Memory Delayed Recall, on average,
did not decline in two years in the ADNI sample (Table 3),
meaning this component contributed noise to the ADNI-
PACC but no meaningful signal relevant to measuring
treatment effects in a clinical trial. In total, the ADNI-
PACC performed poorer than its single most sensitive
component measure, which was the Mini–Mental Status Ex-
amination (Fig. 1, Table 3). Composite samples performing
poorer than their component instruments have been demon-
strated previously using computer simulations [4], high-
lighting the importance of carefully considering the
weighting of components when constructing a composite
scale. For comparison, we calculated optimal weights for
components of the PACC as informed by available pilot
data. The composite composed of the components of the
PACC using optimal weighting had substantially greater sta-
tistical power as an endpoint for a clinical trial compared
with the standard PACC (Fig. 1).



Table 2

Demographic, biomarker, and clinical characteristics of the sample

Variable Men (n 5 86), mean (SD) Women (n 5 56), mean (SD) P value

Age 75.28 (6.39) 73.47 (7.06) .12475

Education (years) 16.47 (2.72) 15.08 (3.12) .00977

ADNI diagnosis normal: n (%) 21 (24.42%) 20 (35.71%) .20690

ADNI diagnosis mild cognitively impairment: n (%) 65 (75.58%) 36 (64.29%)

E4 negative: n (%) 32 (37.21%) 26 (46.43%) .35883

E4 positive: n (%) 54 (62.79%) 30 (53.57%)

CSF amyloid b level 598.57 (171.15) 637.70 (176.54) .19393

CSF phospho-tau level 29.62 (12.63) 32.36 (14.38) .25220

CSF total tau level 293.55 (113.89) 321.41 (124.69) .18636

CSF phospho-tau/amyloid b ratio 0.05 (0.03) 0.05 (0.03) .81476

CSF total tau/amyloid b ratio 0.53 (0.24) 0.54 (0.28) .81896

Clock Draw: Copy 4.71 (0.61) 4.64 (0.82) .60406

Clock Draw: Command 4.13 (1.13) 4.39 (0.97) .13725

Rey AVLT: Trial I-V Sum 32.49 (9.87) 36.04 (10.55) .04703

Rey AVLT: 30-minute Recall 3.5 (3.76) 3.86 (4.17) .60528

Logical Memory: Immediate Recall 8.58 (3.91) 9.23 (5.25) .42880

Logical Memory: Delayed Recall 5.77 (4.43) 6.80 (6.32) .28832

Boston Naming Test 27.01 (2.58) 25.59 (4.91) .04974

Trails B 2 Trails A 79.78 (59.42) 72.05 (53.28) .42146

Category Fluency: Animals 17.34 (5.34) 16.70 (4.80) .45903

CDR Sum of Boxes 1.17 (1.05) 1.07 (1.06) .57209

Mini–Mental Status Examination 27.44 (1.86) 27.62 (1.98) .58184

ADNI-PACC standard 0.19 (2.55) 0.89 (3.48) .19814

NOTE. Measures in bold were used in developing the composites.

Abbreviations: ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; PACC, Prodromal Alzheim-

er’s Cognitive Composite; SD, standard deviation.
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4. Discussion

The optimal sex-specific composites outperformed the
ADNI-PACC in terms of statistical power to detect percent-
age difference in rate of decline between treatment arms in
clinical trials. Similar improvements in power would be ex-
pected for detecting predictors of decline in cohort studies of
comparable populations. The improved performance follows
both from using sex-specific, optimal weighting when
Table 3

Baseline to two-year mean change of components and composite scales

Men Women

Item Mean SD MSDR Item Mean

Men Optimal 0.807 0.832 0.970 Women Optimal 1.050

Clock Draw:

Command

0.093 1.164 0.080 Category Fluency:

Animals

1.071

RAVLT:

Trial I-V Sum

1.547 6.799 0.227 Boston Naming Test 0.429

RAVLT:

30 Minute Recall

0.174 2.680 0.065 Trails B 2 Trails A 33.714

Logical Memory:

Delayed Recall

0.267 3.654 0.073 Logical Memory:

Immediate Recall

0.125

CDR Sum of Boxes 1.280 1.533 0.835 CDR Sum of Boxes 1.065

Abbreviations: ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; CDR, Clin

MSDR, mean-to-standard-deviation ratio; RAVLT, Rey Auditory Verbal Learning
constructing the composite, and from the fact that the
optimal composite includes a cognitive-functional measure,
the CDR SOB, which is sensitive to disease progression in
the early stages of AD. The FDA both has approved and sup-
ports composite cognitive functional scales as primary end-
points to clinical trials for this very reason [30].

These data suggest that sex-specific composites may
provide a more sensitive predictor of decline in the popu-
lation represented by this sample compared with currently
ADNI-PACC (all subjects)

SD MSDR Item Mean SD MSDR

1.051 0.999 ADNI-PACC

Optimal

0.404 0.626 0.646

5.023 0.213 ADNI-PACC

Standard

1.361 2.684 0.507

3.138 0.137 Trails B Logarithm 0.049 0.203 0.241

60.417 0.558 Logical Memory:

Delayed

0.000 3.435 0.000

2.848 0.044 Alzheimer’s disease

assessment scale:

Delayed Word Recall

0.725 1.830 0.396

1.783 0.597 Mini–Mental Status

Examination

1.690 3.205 0.527

ical Dementia Rating; PACC, Prodromal Alzheimer’s Cognitive Composite;

Test; SD, standard deviation.



Fig. 1. Power to detect 25% reduction in rate of decline (2-year clinical trial, equal allocation to arms, type I error rate 5%). Abbreviations: ADNI, Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; PACC, Prodromal Alzheimer’s Cognitive Composite; MMSE, Mini–Mental Status Examination.
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available composites such as the PACC. Among men, in-
struments dominated by the single visuospatial task (clock
drawing) and memory tasks were most sensitive collec-
tively to cognitive change, whereas among women, instru-
ments sensitive to language and executive functioning
were predominant. These findings suggest that studies tar-
geting these earliest stages of disease would benefit from
targeted sex-specific assessment instruments. However,
we caution that the available sample size is not sufficient
to definitively answer this question. We have previously
shown that sample sizes 100 to 300 are required to mean-
ingfully determine optimal weighting of component mea-
sures when constructing a composite [8]. Future
investigation with larger samples than available in this pi-
lot study will be required to better determine the relative
efficiency of sex-specific composites as outcome measures
for clinical trials.

We also investigated the performance of the standard
ADNI-PACC vis-�a-vis the ADNI-PACC constructed using
the weighted sum of the ADNI-PACC components that
maximized signal to noise of the resulting composite
(Fig. 1). The resulting “optimal” ADNI-PACC would
require approximately 40% less subjects than the standard
ADNI-PACC to obtain comparable power to detect a given
percent slowing of rate of decline in a clinical trial
(Fig. 1). Notable, one component of the ADNI-PACC, the
Mini–Mental Status Examination, had a better signal-to-
noise ratio in the ADNI sample and therefore based on these
data would be a more powerful endpoint for a clinical trial.
These observations underscore the influence and importance
of the weighting of components when constructing a com-
posite outcome measure. It should also be noted that
the original PACC features the Free and Cued Selective
Reminding Test, which is a sensitive measure to early de-
mentia [31].
What are the potential implications for clinical trials of
the finding that sex-specific composites perform well as clin-
ical trial endpoints? Although this study was performed on a
relatively small sample and requires replication in a larger
sample, including more diverse participants, there are
several implications that should be considered. Given recent
findings of sex differences in AD tau pathophysiology
[32,33] and rate of cognitive decline in AD [34] and evi-
dence that the influence of genetic variants may differ by
sex [35–37], there may be a timewhen single-sex clinical tri-
als are considered. Sex-specific composites would be the
obvious choice for primary endpoints for such trials. For
clinical trials recruiting both men and women, sex-specific
instruments constructed from the same components but
weighted differently for men and women would be optimal
and could possibly allow for pooled analyses if the instru-
ment had similar longitudinal properties in men and women.
Alternatively, sex-stratified meta-analyses with overall
Fisher meta-analysis P values [38] that would preserve po-
wer and realize the advantages of sex-specific outcome
assessment could be considered. Optimal endpoints for clin-
ical trials decrease required sample size (minimize study
subject burden and study cost) and increased statistical po-
wer (increasing the likelihood that effective treatments are
identified) and therefore have vast clinical implications.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Composites are important
outcome measures in clinical trials. They are usually
developed in a sex-agnostic fashion, despite known
and important sex differences in cognition, both
throughout the life span and in response to Alz-
heimer’s disease. We used empirical methods to
develop sex-specific composites using data from
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative.

2. Interpretation: Our men- and women-specific com-
posites both included the Clinical Dementia Rating
Sum of Boxes, but otherwise included distinct test
selections. In comparison with other composites or
single-outcome measures, use of these composites
would allow for reduced numbers of participants in
clinical trials using them as a primary outcome.

3. Future directions: These results will need to be repli-
cated on other cohorts. If similar findings result, im-
plementation of sex-specific composites might aid in
improving clinical trial design.
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